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Updated on December 29, 2020 This may be one of the world's most popular games, but PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds have not been without controversy. PubG is occasionally banned in parts of Nepal, India, Iraq and China. If you live or travel to one of these countries – don't worry. However, you can
use a VPN to play PUBG. The best VPNs are able to bypass even the strictest geo-restrictions, which means you can play PUBG in countries where it's blocked. Even if you don't live in a country where PUBG is banned, VPNs can also have many other advantages when it comes to gaming. USING a
VPN server can reduce latency and lag, as well as protect you from hackers. Quick Guide: Best VPNs for PUBG NordVPN – An impressive global network of super-fast, P2P-friendly servers, NordVPN is our main recommendation for PUBG. ExpressVPN – One of the fastest VPNs out there, ExpressVPN
also has intuitive custom applications that make it ideal for gaming on all devices. CyberGhost – Fast, easy and affordable, CyberGhost is a great all-rounder for gaming. Surfshark - Unlimited simultaneous connections make Surfshark a brilliant option for gamers who want to use a variety of devices.
Private Internet Access - Can't win the Great Firewall of China, but there is a widespread global network of play in other PUBG regions. Start playing PUBG NordVPN! What you need vpn PUBG If you live in - or you're going to visit - a country where PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds is blocked, you must
first have a VPN that is able to bypass geo-restrictions. China, for example, is infamous for its Great Firewall. Only the best VPNs are able to bypass this kind of censorship. They can do this either to avoid detection through obfuscated servers or having such a large network that they can immediately
replace all servers that are detected and blacklisted by anti-VPN software. For gamers who do not live in a country where PUBG is blocked, about geoblocking can still be useful. The new update for PUBG means that you are often assigned to a server based on the local area. A VPN hides your location,
which means you can connect to a pubg from a remote location in another location if you want to play in another area. Reduce the distance between yourself and the game server in this way also reduces ping. This means reduced lag and increased speeds for you. To make the best of both benefits, you
need a VPN with global network servers in the countries you want to access. As with any online game, PUBG also comes with a very real risk of hacking. Connecting to each game server leaves your IP address vulnerable to detection. This in turn leaves you vulnerable to cyber attacks such as DDoS or
DoS. Using VPN to connect to PUBG gives you an extra layer of protection from hackers hiding your IP address. When you connect to a game server, all potentially malicious users will see VPN server IP address instead of your own. Choose a VPN with the highest level of encryption and security to keep
your personal information private. Finally, if you want to play PUBG Mobile as well as your console and computer, you need a VPN that allows you to protect multiple devices with a single license. Multiple simultaneous connections can also be really helpful if you want to have friends around for a team
session. The best VPNs for PUBG 1. NordVPN Is the reason why our users rank NordVPN as the best VPN service. Special obfuscated servers are designed to bypass even the strictest firewalls while you can also connect to anti-DDoS servers and CyberSec software to keep yourself safe from hackers.
A prominent network of 5200+ servers from over 60 countries gives you many opportunities to access regional tournaments and content. This large number of servers also ensures a fast and uninterrupted connection to the smooth game. You can protect all your devices with up to 6 simultaneous
connections. Best of all, you can test whether NordVPN is suitable for you completely risk-free with a 30-day money-back guarantee. NordVPN gets unblocked: Netflix, HBO, Hulu, Showtime, BBC iPlayer, Amazon Prime Video and Sling TV. Supports Torrenting: Yes, P2P specialty servers available.
NordVPN works on the following devices: Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, Android TV, Linux, Chrome and Firefox. It is also compatible with routers. Start playing with NordVPN! 2. ExpressVPN While this is one of the most costly options when it comes to VPNs, our users think ExpressVPN is worth it.
3000 + servers in 94 countries not only give you 160 locations to choose from, but they also give you the fastest speeds of any VPN. A great option for those who already have a little VPN knowhow, ExpressVPN is endlessly customizable so you can fully customize gaming. For example, split tunneling
allows you to choose exactly what kind of traffic you want to protect from vpn. 256-bit encryption and strict non-log policies also keep your and your personal information secure. If you want to make sure ExpressVPN is worth the money, you can always make the most of your 30-day money-back
guarantee. ExpressVPN gets unblock: Netflix, Hulu, HBO, Amazon Prime Video, Showtime, Sling TV, DAZN and BBC iPlayer. Supports Torrenting: Yes, all servers support P2P activity. ExpressVPN works on these devices: Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, Android TV, Linux, Chrome and Firefox. It also
offers an app for use with certain routers. Start playing ExpressVPN! 3. CyberGhost All CyberGhost applications are incredibly intuitive and easy to use. You don't have to worry about complicated settings, just choose a list of activities and CyberGhost to automatically connect you to the best server for
your needs. A stellar network of 3,600+ servers in 60 countries gives you many locations to choose from, and you can protect up to 7 devices under a single profile. Cyber ghost non-logs policy, military-grade encryption and and IP Leak protection also keeps you safe - even if dropped connection.
CyberGhost gives you a generous 45 days to test your service completely free of charge. Or you can see what real users have to say in our comments. CyberGhost gets unblock: Dedicated streaming profile servers optimized for: Netflix, BBC iPlayer, Sky Go, Comedy Central, Eurosport, ESPN, and
others. Supports Torrenting: Yes; profile shows countries and the number of users. CyberGhost works on these devices: Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, Amazon Fire Stick, Android TV, Linux and Chrome. Start playing CyberGhost! 4th Surfshark Sometimes a newcomer has its advantages. Surfshark's
relative youth means that it is actually very good to fly under the radar when it comes to blocking location-restricted content. You can choose between 3200+ servers in 65+ countries and all servers are P2P-friendly. Connections to Surfshark are fast and reliable and privacy is backed by no-logs policy, kill
switch, DNS leak protection, high-end encryption and unique MultiHop software. However, perhaps the most popular feature for our users is Surfshark's unlimited device connection. This means that you can safely match all your devices, or protect your entire team when they come around to play PUBG.
Surfshark gets unblocked: Netflix, Hulu, CBS, ESPN, Amazon Prime Video, and others. Supports Torrenting: Yes, all servers support P2P activity. Surfshark works on these devices: Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, FireTV, Linux, Chrome and Firefox. Start playing Surfshark! 5. Private Internet Access
Priding Itself with its own cutting-edge security, Private Internet Access is the perfect choice for a privacy conscious player. Hackers and cheats can't infiltrate your connection thanks to military-grade encryption. Additional security features on the top shelf are leak protection, kill switch and strict discipline
policy. Whether you're playing, streaming, or doing something else on the Web, you're protected by Private Internet Access. Private Internet Access is currently unable to win the Great Firewall of China, but its widespread global network of 3200+ fast servers in over 40 countries allows you to play PUBG
in other regions without lag. See what real users have to say about Private Internet Access or test it yourself with a risk-free 30-day money-back guarantee. Private Internet Access can be blocked: Netflix, HBO Now, Sky Go, YouTube, Showtime. Supports torrenting: Yes, P2P is supported on all servers.
Private Internet Access works on the following devices: Android, Mac, Windows, iOS, Linux, browsers. Start playing with a private Internet connection! Summary and further reading Do not let hackers and latency ruin your next PlayerUnkown's Battlegrounds game. Choose the best VPN for you and enjoy
the enhanced PUBG experience wherever you are in the world. Want to learn more about speeding up your connection? Here is our list of the 5 fastest VPN torrents and streaming. also made a rundown of the 5 best VPNs in games in general. Has your heart played with NORDVPN WITH PUBG? Don't
leave without taking out our NordVPN coupon codes. To sum up, the 2021 world will be the year of the world's most important. Privacy Alert! Your data is open to the websites you visit! The information above can be used to track you, target ads, and track information that you use online. VPNs can help
you hide this information from websites so you're always protected. We recommend NordVPN – #1 VPN out of over 350 providers we have tested. It has military-quality encryption and privacy features that guarantee your digital security, plus – it's currently offering 68% off. Visit NordVPN NordVPN
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